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Dreaming of 11:11
Discovering the Power of Mysterious Numbers,
Signs, Sequences and Synchronicities
San Francisco, CA (November 1, 2008) –– Reports of people noticing strange and repeated
associations with the number 11 are on the rise, prompting theories connecting this phenomenon
with the coming Mayan calendar end date of 12/21/2012.
A new book by best-selling author, Marie D. Jones, and paranormal researcher, Larry Flaxman,
11:11 The Time Prompt Phenomenon: The Meaning Behind Mysterious Signs, Sequences
and Synchronicities reveals new data and insight into mysterious numbers and strange
sequences as they have appeared throughout the history of human experience, and what they
mean today.
“Times. Dates. Measurements. Sequences, patterns, equations and even
synchronicities of time and space itself move into a common, and yes,
mathematically determined, rate of vibration in order to open a new
dimension of reality. . . who thought up the math?”
What do the numbers and patterns mean? Are they wake-up calls to a higher state of
consciousness, triggers of paranormal experiences, or what some scientists refer to as “junk
DNA”? In this fascinating new work, readers will learn about:
• Number-based patterns in nature—such as the Fibonacci spiral, the golden
ratio, and DNA sequences—and the secrets of sacred geometry.
• Synchronicity: the science behind coincidences.
• How the universe can be condensed into numbers and equations.
• The power of numerology in human lives.
• Is God a number? How numbers relate to the creative force behind all reality.
– more –
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We live according to times, dates and numbers. 11:11 The Time Prompt Phenomenon explores
the mysteries of 11:11 and the many ways in which numbers influence and may literally
determine the foundation of our reality.
####
Marie D. Jones is the author of:
2013: The End of Days or A New Beginning?
PSIence: How New Discoveries in Quantum Physics and New Science May Explain the
Existence of Paranormal Phenomena
Supervolcano: The Catastrophic Event That Changed the Course of Human History
She has also written many other books, and hundreds of articles, reviews, and essays. Jones is a
licensed New Thought Minister and has an extensive background in metaphysics and the
paranormal. She has appeared on Coast to Coast AM and dozens more popular radio shows
around the world.
Larry Flaxman is the founder and president of ARPAST, the Arkansas Paranormal and
Anomalous Studies Team. He has been actively involved in paranormal research and
investigation for more than a decade. Flaxman has authored many articles and has been featured
in numerous newspaper, magazine, radio, and television interviews.
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